Time: have to do what you have to do; leaving little time to consider other approaches; let alone do it.

Fear of failure:
- Inertia: doing it's the way you've always done it.
- Lack of time to experiment.

Hold stuff like a bag:
- Filter solids out of liquid
- Cover your body

- Dog blanket
- Flag
- Bandana
- Tear into strips for bandages
- Use as a sling (held arm)
- " " " " (throw socks)

What is keeping us innovation?
- Failure
- Fear of judgement
- Fear of change
- Lack of motivation
- Conformist
- Education: stuck in rut
1. Schedule — Proper estimation with accounting for all tasks

2. Workload — Prioritize, more resource

3. Competing Priorities — Ranking proper estimation. Short or long-term focus

4. Knowledge/Experience — Training/OnJob Hire proper folks

5. Control — Empowerment

6. Laziness — Inspiration

7. Bureaucracy

8. Restrictions

9. Funding

10. Fear & Confusion

11. Work Environment
Reward Mistakes

OK to Fail
No mistakes = no progress

Buyin
- more pain more buyin

Time
Book time for innovation

Buyin
- Cancerous Debate

Old Habits
- Comfortable
  Change is hard

Time
- Follow up
  Implementation

Trust
- Fear of mistake
  Communication styles

Focus
- Takes effort
  To implement

Cost
- Return is long term
  Too far away

Complexity
- Interconnected
  Changing 1 part
  Can affect others
Culture of 'No'
- Start Small
  - 'Try this'
- Buckle up

Ourselves

Processes
- Too many
- Not Enough

Resources, Budget

People (set in ways)

Time

No or lack of scarcity
- Government
- Bureaucracy